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A CON SOLIDATED SOCIAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX 
FOR INPUT- OUTPUT ANALYSIS 

Hor ac io E . Sobarzo 

This p aper presents a consolidated social accountin g 
matri x (SAM) for input-output (1-0) analysis for Mexico f o r 
the year 19 80 . The SAM construct~ed has two important 
charact e ristics. Firs t, it incorporates explicitly the 
public / private dichotomy of the Mexican Economy. And, 
s econd, c ommodity transactions are valued at market prices. 

Note : The paper presented is a c hapter of a Phd thesis 
where the SAM constructed was used to model issues 
related with the price system. The modeling of the 
price sistem and the results obtained are available on 
request . 



4.1 Introduction 

Over the past decade or so there has been an increasing concern in the economic titerarure 

over the effects that the public sector has in economies. We have seen in the last chapter thaI, on 

the theoretical side. a good deal of literature has flourished in an attempt to detennine the conse

quences of growing public intervention in economies. Of no less importance is the concern 

, among economists about the possible effects that programmes of structural adjustment exen on 

the overall economic performance of developing countries. Such programmes usually envisage 

an important reduction of the degree of public sector intervention in these economies. 

As a consequence of such a theoretical development there has also been an effon to assess 

empirically both the micro and macroeconomic effects of public intervention not only in develop

ing economies but also in industrialised countries. Yet. when it comes to assess the impact that 

public enterprises have in the economy. one usually findS that data on public enterprises is not 

exactly abundant and the information available is usually scattered and unorganised (see Floyd 

(1984)). 

The pwpose of this chapter is to organise and put together some statistical data related to 

the public sector in the Mexican economy. A social accounting matrix (SAM) approach has been 

chosen because it facilitates both the interpretation of the data frameworic and the modelling. [n 

panicular. in developing our data frarneworic we intend ,to show explicitly the input-output (1-0) 

relations as well as the public/private dichotomy of the Mexican economy. 

Our ultimate purpose in building a consolidated SAM for [-0 analysis is to evaluate the 



effects on the price system generated by public policy intervention and commercial policy, 

Therefore. it should be clear that. to a great extent. the characteristics of our accounting frame

work bave been very much determined by such a purpose, This chapter. however. intends only to 

look at the consolidated SAM as a data framework. leaving the issues related to modelling of the 

price system to be discussed in the nellt chapter, 

The exposition is organised as follows. In Section 4.2 a schematic framework of a consoli

dated SAM is presented in an attempt to discuss briefly the main concepts involved as well as 

some general characteristics. Section 4.3 deals with an aggregated version of the consolidated 

SAM for the Mexican economy. without distinguishing between publiC and private secton. The 

intention of this fint approach is to focus both on the general methodology followed in putting 

the data together as weI! as on the maiD sources of information. In Section 4.4 the accounting 

framework is expanded in order to incorporate the publiclprivate dichotomy of the Mexican pro

duction saucture. Since the general procedure is basically the same as the one used in the previ

ous section. greater emphasis will be put on numben in the Mexican contexL FinaJIy. Section 4.5 

deals with a further expanded version in an anempt to organise the data framework for modelling 

purposes. In the last part of this section some comments will also be made in relation to our 

accounting framework as compared with other data framework used for the purposes of analys

ing the Mexican price SU'IICture. 

4 • .1 A Sdlemadc Framework 

Our startiq point will be a schematic presentation of our accounting framework. Since our focus 

of anention is ultimately on the production side of the economy, we concenU'ate our anention on 

a consolidated version of the SAM for 1-0 analysis. Therefore, the accounting framework disag

gregates elltellSively the production accounts, while the institutional dimension of the economy is 

aggregated in a single consolidated accounL 
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Table 4.\ sets out such a framework. As in any SAM. rows and columns are identically 

labelled. Col\lllUls show expenditures of the accounts while rows should be read as receipts. Thus. 

anyone cell shows the account making the expenditure in the column whereas the account 

receiving the corresponding payment arising form the sale appears in the label of the row. 

This arrangement of rows and columns illustrates the fact that for any outlay in the econ

omy there must exist a corresponding income. It follows that Table 4.1 has to be square and bal

anced. that is. the total of any column must be equal to the total of the corresponding row. In 

other words. expenditures of accounts in the columns must match the incomes of the correspond

ing rows. It should be also stressed that, althou&h Table 4.1 is a representation of a very aggre

gated version of the economy. its system of classification is. nevenheless. exhaustive. That is to 

say. every transaction that takes place in the economy in, say. one year, is recorded. 

Let us make a start by looking at the main components of Table 4.1 and how they are inter

related. Six accounts are identified: production activities. commodities, indirect taXes, factors of 

production, rest of the world and other accounts consolidated. 

The first column. production activities, describes the cost structure of activities. [t is made 

up of three components -purchases of raw materials, activity laxes and value added. The intersec

tion of column one with row two constitutes the details of intermediate purchases of commodities 

by production activities. It is known as the "technology" or "absorption" mauix and its dimension 

depends, obviously. on the number of commodities and activities identified in any ·particular sys

tem. The second component of the cost structure of activities is given by a row vector containing 

positive numbers for any activity taX whereas a subsidy to the activity should be recorded as a 

negative number. Finally, the third element in column one records payments to factors of produc

tion contributing to the production process -capital, labour and natural resources. By adding 

these three components in column one we obtain the total expenditures incurred by activities in 

the production process, that is, total cost of producers. 
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The receipts of production activities are recorded in row one column two. This cell is in fact 

a matrix. known as .. make matrix" . and should be of the same dimension as the technology matrix 

since its elements deSCribe the sales of goods from activities to commodity markets. It should be 

noted that this matrix records the sales of goods at producer or ex-factory prices. that is. the cost 

to the producer at the factory gate . In other words. the total of row one is a column vector con

taining value of gross output of production activities at producer prices which means that neither 

the COSt of moving commodities from the factory gate to the place of consumption is included nOr 

are the commodity taxes levied in the sale of these goods. We shall come back to this point later 

in more detail. 

The total supply of commodities is captured in column two and consists of three elements: 

domestic output (make matrix). commodity taxes and imports from the .rest of the world. This can 

be seen by reading downwards in column two. The make matrix. as we saw above. records along 

its rows the domestic supply of commodities at producer prices. Total supply. however. is not 

only made up of domestic production. Some commodities need to be imported either because 

they ani not produced at home or simply because their counterparts abroad are cheaper and/or of 

better qUality. This is recorded in row five. colwnn two. We have now recorded total supply from 

both domestic and foreign origin. If we want to arrive at the concept of total supply of commodi

ties at market prices. as opposed to producer prices. however. it is still necessary to add commo

dity taxes. which in Table 4.1 are recorded in row three. column two. We can later see in detail 

that to actu.a11y arrive at this concept of market prices a special treaanent will have to be given to 

trade and cranapott marains. By the same token. it will be required to distinguish between domes

tic commodity taxes and impon duties. Meanwhile. let us tum our attention to the demand side of 

our accounting framcwonc. 

The demand side. which must match total supply. is displayed along row two. It consists of 

three elements -intermediate demands (row two colUITL'I one). domestic final demand (row two 

column six) and exports (row two column five). Intermediate demands are shown in the technol

ogy matrix which. as we mentioned earlier. describes the purchases of raw materials by 
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production activities . The second componem of total demand is. of course. final demand and 

demand from abroad. namely exportS. Domestic final demand is represented by a column vector. 

in row two column six. 

Traditionally, domestic final demand is split. for analytical purposes, into three main com

ponents; private consumption. government consumption. and capital fonnation. However. we 

shall not do so. at least for the time being, since we will focus our attention on the supply side of 

the economy. that is why domestic final demand is represented by a single vector. The last com

ponent of final demand is given by exportS of conunodities to the rest of the world. also 

represented by a column vector (row two column five). 

The remaining parts of our framework are composed of residuals and the description of the 

direction in which transfers arising in the production process go. Thus, row three records indirect 

taxes both in activities and conunodities. Its counterpart in column three shows the payment of 

those taxes to the account labeUed "other accounts consolidated", where the government is 

included. The payment to factors of production, in row four, column one, socs to the same 

account (row six, column four) , presumably to households and companies. Finally, the difference 

between exportS and importS constitute a deficit (surplus) with the rest of the world. It is shown in 

row six. column five. 

Having outlined the main components of Table 4.1, the next step is to develop lID analo

sous. thoqll more disauregated. accountina framework. Before that. however, an important 

remark oqbt 10 be made regarding,ts actual construction. Specifically, the point to make has to 

do with the fact that in Table 4.1 and indeed in our actual accounting framework, commodity 

transactions will be recorded at market prices unlike the SAM in the System of National 

Accounts (SNA) as recommended by the United Nations Statistical Office (UNSO [1968]). where 

conunodity balances are recorded at basic prices, that is, without including indirect taxes and 

trade and transport margins. The rationale underlying UNSO recommendations is that indirect 

taxes and margins (trade and transport) differ according 10 the purchaser and hence, for purposes 
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of 1-0 analysis. if taxes and margins are not removed. the price of a commodity will not be 

independent of the purcnaser. 

However. as nas been suggested by Chander et aI [1980]) and Pyan and Round [1985] . on 

the one nand the use of basic prices poses the problem of estimating the appropriate amounts of 

margins to be removed. In practice they are frequently unknown. On the other hand, market 

prices are the relevant ones wnen the purpose is the modelling of economic behaviour, since 

those are the prices el;onomic agents actually face when making del;isions. Moreover. UNSO sug

gests the use of approximate and not basic prices because even though taxes are discounted from 

values at producer prices, the indirel;t effects spread in all the commodities in the production pro

cess are not acrually removed (see Greenfield and Fell [1979]). 

Therefore. in our accounting framework values will be recorded at martet prices. It nas to 

be mentioned, however, tnat the adoption of market prices as a basis for valuation nas problems 

on its own, not only because more work at the data level is nel;essary, but also because we shall 

be asswnina th81 there are no differences in the amounts of margins (and indirel;t taxes) paid by 

different buyers of a commodity. That is, we shall ignore the fact that. in cenain circumstances, 

margins vary from buyer to buyer. 

Nonetheless. we believe that the use of market prices is more accur3Ui for the purpose of 

modeUina economic: behaviour and indeed, once market prices have been estimated, it is always 

possible to move backwards to obtain producer or basic prices (approximate). Furthermore, since 

market prices are more relevant in a flex-price model, the use of market prices gurantees a mare 

accurate framework for future extensions. to the present thesis. The preI;ise way in wllich market 

prices have been estimated can be deferred to a latter Staae of the discussion. once we have 

explained now our data framework was constructed. This is the purpose of the next section. 
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4.3 The Consolidated SAM. 

In this section we intend to present and describe the consolidated SAM. constructed for the Mexi· 

can economy for the year 1980. Particular emphasis will be given to the methodology followed in 

putting the data together as well as to the main sources of information consulted. For expository 

purposes we will initially present a SAM where no distinction between public and private activi · 

ties is made. The idea is to use this first SAM for explaining the general procedure followed in ill 

construction. In the next two sections the accounting framework will be expanded in order to 

incorporate the public private dichotomy of the Mexican economy. The reader should be warned 

that in the following two sections very little attention will be given to the actual numben in the 

Mexican context. In a final version. however. some cOllUllents will be made on the characteristics 

of the MexiciU\ ec9nomy. as envisaged by our accounting framework. 

Two additional points should be made in advance. First, all numben referred to arc in mil

lion of pesos of 1980. unless otherwise stated. Secondly; in order to have a reference point it will 

be convenient to refer to each component of the Mexican SAM as pan of the schematic frame

work developed above in Table 4.1. We will refer them as Tij wbere I and j indicate row and 

column respectively: 

4.3.1 The CIaaiflc:atlon of Ac:tIvitB and Commodities 

The socia1 I(X:OIIIIting approach to any particular issue requires to develop an appropriate set of 

classiftc~ or taxonomies as a basis for analysis. In the present case, in which we attempt to 

examine the role and performance of PEs a crucial point was to capture the public/private dicho

tomy of the Mexican economy. Accordingly, in determining the l~vel of disaggregation of com

modities the key issue was the form of organisation under which cOllUllodities are produced i.e. 

public or private. Likewise, since empbasis will be given to specific public sector pricing policies. 

it was alSo necessary to distinguish between commodities whose pricing setting mechanisms arc 

different in nlllUl'e, as is the case. for instance, of those commodities produced by secton that 
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traditionally have pursued a policy of regulated prices. 

As we will also be concerned with commercial policy. an important criterion in definina our 

level of commodiry disaggregation was whether commodities are traded or non traded. It will be 

seen. when developing Our analysis in a subsequent chapter. that such a distinction will enable Lis 

to examine the role played by the private sector since commercial policy is directed towards 

industrial activities, which are mainly operated by private agents. 

These are all issues of strategic importance for this enquiry and, in in one way or another. 

all of them had to be considered when detennining Our acruallevels of disaggregation. 

The following twelve commodities were identified 1 

·Agriculture 
·Mining 
·PetrOleum and petrochemicals 
. Food processing 
-Textiles 
·Chemlcals 
·Capital goods 
·Other manufactures 
·Construction 
·Elecuiciry 
-Trade and transport 
·Other services 

The main characteristics of this initial classification in terms of the presence of the public 

vs. the private participation can be described as follows. Agriculture is predominantly operated 

by the private sector, although there is a small public participation on fislting and forestry . In 

mining there is a substantial participation of the public sector. Petroleum and petrochemicals is 

mainly produced by the public sector. It also constirutes the main export of the economy. 

ManufacTUres, other than petroleum and petrochemicals, were aggregated in five categories -food 

I The d.cWls of the JII'Oupinl of commodities in eacb of the ""'P,es bore idemilicd .... sbown in Ap
pendix A. 
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processing. textiles, chemicals. capital goods and other manufactures. With the exception of capi

tal goods, in all the commodities prodUCed by the manufacturing industry the public presence is 

not very important In the commodity capital goods, however. there is a substantial participation 

of the public sector.2 Construction is entirely privately produced while electricity is produced by 

a public monopoly. Finally , the area of services consistS of trade and transpon and other services. 

where the public presence is important. 

Insofar as the classification of activities is concerned thirteen were initially identified 

-Agriculture 
-Mining 
-Petroleum and petrochemicals 
-Food processing 
-Telttiles 
-Chemicals 
-Capital goods 
-Other manufactures 
-Construction 
-Electricity 
-Transpon and communications 
-Other services 
-Trade 

As can be seen, in all cases, with the exception of lI1IIIspon IIDd communications, and trade, 

there is one to one correspondence between activities and commodities. That is, in this first 

approach, activities We!e classified according to the principal product criteria. We will see IBIer, 

however, tIIII. in IIdditioD to this criterion, a cruciai and necessary distinction we shall adopt is to 

separate ICtivitia according to the form of organisation Le. publiC or private. Meanwhile, for pur

posea of explliniq 0111' initial aaareaated SAM we shall ignore the criterion of ownersbip in 

favour of the conventional principal product criteria. 

It should be mentioned that "communications" as a commodity is grouped in "other ser

vices" whereas as an activity it was placed in "lI1IIIspon and communications". The purpose of 

1 Mainly in tile procIucIiOll of ' teel and tile aulOlllObile inOusuy. 
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that change was to allocate the oUqlut of communications to the commodity other services so that 

the remaining gross oUqlut of the activity (only transport) may be distributed along the make 

matrix in order to arrive at the concept of market prices. as we willialer explain in detail. 

4.3.2 The Consolidated SAM· A Bask: Framework 

Table 4,2 shows our basic accounting framework. It is a representation of the production structure 

of the Mexican economy in million of pesos of 1980. and has exactly the same structure as that of 

our schematic framework in Table 4,1. For expository pwposes we will first explain in some 

detail each one of the main components of Table 4.2. emphasiSing both the way in which it was 

obtained and the sources of infortDation used. In a second part we will look: al Table 4.2 in a 

, broader way in order to have a view of the whole picture. 

4.3.2.1 The COlt Structure of Activities 

The first component of the cost of activities are the purchases of raw materials by the production 

activities. T 21 in Table 4.1 and known. as already noted. as the technology or absorption matrix. 

In Table 4.2 the technology matrix is located in rows 14 to 2S and columns 1 to 13. It shows the 

intertDediate purchases by each activity. al market prices. inclusive of imports as well as trade 

and transport margins. It was obtained from a reduction to our sectoral-commodity level of 

disaggreplioo of the pUbll$hed 1-0 table for 1980.3 Two main steps were followed. 

Fint we aarqated the domestic version of the 1-0 table to our level of disaggregation. so 
, 

thal colll/1lllS showed purchases of raw materials al our sectoral level. The same procedure was 

followed with the published 1-0 table of imports. We then added our twO 1-0 tables so as to 

obtain the purchases of raw materials. both domestic and imported. 

1 Secretaria de Programacioa y ~supuestD [1986). 
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In a second step trade and transpon margins were distributed among commodities in order 

to get the purt:hases of raw materials at market prices. Let us explain this point in more detail. 

Following UNSO recommendations. the published 1-0 table for Mexico shows trade and tran-

span margins as separate commodities so that among the 72 sectors in the I-a originally defined 

there are two rows (and columns) called trade and transpon. The purchases of trade and trans pan 

by each activity are usually estimated as a certain margin4 and then discounted from the pur

chases of commodities and allocated to the rows for trade and transpon.S Thenfore. we simply 

distributed backwards those margins to each commodity so that purt:hases of raw materials are 

now inclusive of trade and transpon necessary to move them from factory to factory. The pro-

cedun: used in maldng such a redistribution will be explained later in detail. 

The last point to note regarding our absorption matrix is that. as can be seen in Table 4.2. 

then are no intennediale purt:hases of the commodity consuuction. The reason is thaI in the pub-

lished 1-0 table for Mexico all the output of this commodity was allocated to final demand in the '. 

form of capital formation, 

The next component of the cost suuctun: of activities is given by activity taxes. represented 

by the row vector T]I in table 4.1 and located in row 26 columns 1 to 13 in Table 4.2. The fact 

that numbers are negative means. of course. that rather than being taxed. activities receive subsi-

dies. The total amount of subsidies is 79.'81. a figun: obtained from national accounts (Secre-

taria de ProsrunM:ion y PmUpUCSIO (1983). vol I). and allocated to each sector accordin& to the 

proponioaa giVeD by Mateo de et aI (1984). This procedun: of allocation was necessary since the 

published 1-0 table shows only taxes net of subsidies. In other words. our published 1-0 table 

shows explicitly only the amount of commodilY taxes, net of subsidies, What we did then was to 

separate commodity taxes from production subsidies. following national account figures, 

(ibidem). and then allocated production subsidies to the different production activities. It should 

4 CalcuW.ecl from • COllllllerCiai survey. 
, PrimaIy daIa in the Nlllional Accouou is ioclusive of marlinS since prod\lCCl1 declare COIlS inclusive of 

trade aIl4 lI'IDspon. 
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be stressed that the tota! amount of subsidies appearing in Table 4.2 are those reported in the 

national accountS and hence they refer only to direct transfers. mainly to public enterprises. but 

do not include implicit subsidies to the private sector. We will come back to this point in the ne~l 

section. where our framework is expanded to take into consideration the public/private clicho-

tomy. 

The lasl component of the cost structure of activities corresponds to value added or payment 

to factors of production in the production process. namely. capita! and labour. Those numbers 

were obtained directly from the published 1-0 table and thus it was only necessary to aggregate 

them according to our own level of clasSification. 'This component is shown in rows 28 and 29. 

and columns 1 to 13, which corresponds to cell T41 in Table 4.1. 

4.3.2.2 The Supply of Commodities 

The supply of commodities is recorded in columns 14 to 25 and consistS of three elements 

namely, domestic supply, imports and conunodity taxes. Domestic supply is described in the 

"make matrix". rows I to 13 in Table 4.2 and cell TI2 in table 4.1. The make matrix, as we have 

already pointed out, records gross output of production activities at producer or ex·factory prices. 

With the exception of activities trade and transpon and communications, the make matrix is diag. 

onal. since we are assuming that each activity produces only one (the principal) commodity.6 

This. however. is nOI a necessary resniction. Indeed, a commodity may well be allowed to 

be produced by different activities or an activity may also be allowed to produce several commo

dities. The latter is precisely the case in Table 4.2 where the activities trade and transpon are 

assumed to produce a homogeneous commodity and placed in certain proportions into the dif-

ferenl commodity markets. In other words. instead of grouping the output of the activities trade 

• FollowinS!he lnIdition in tile SNA as """""""oded by UNSO rradltionally activities are clu&ilied ""
cording to tbe priDcipa! product criteria. nw. acvertbel .... may DOl be alway. !he beal criteria. Pyaa 1198S] 
sO'esses tbe oece.sity of m.akinsaway from tbis criteria. specially in developing countries w~ many pr0b
lems are typically lDIIlifested as a dualism. 
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and O'anspon into single commodities. "O'ade" and "transpon", we distributed their outputs along 

the commodity columns. As suggested earlier. the purpose of giving this treaO'nent to trade and 

O'anspon margins is to arrive at market prices. That is. in the make matrix gross output is 

recorded at producer prices. which. therefore are not market prices because they do not include 

the cost of moving commodities from the factory gate to the place of consumption. In addition. it 

is also necessary to add commodity taxes. We will come back to the question of taxes in a laner 

stage of the exposition. Let us concentrate for the moment on how those margins were distri-

buted along the commodity columns in our make matrix. 

Three stages were followed in this process. First. we made an initial distribution of total 

gross output of O'ade and transport at producer prices among three aggregate commodities -agri

culture, mining and manufactures. This first distri~ution was very straightforward since nalional 

accounts (Secretaria de Programacion y Presupuesto [1983]) provide the required proportions in 

which margins are distributed among the three aggregates. It should be SO'essed that for our pur

poses we sublI1lCted before the gross output of communications (31 ,827) which was then allo

cated to the commodity "other services" and (116.083) as purchases of transport by households7 

which leaves us with 1,271.746 to distribute. 

Once this amount was distributed between the three aggregate commodities the second 

stage consisted simply of separating trade and transport as activities. Although in principle it 

would bave been convenient to O'eat both as an aggregate activity. we split them up because tran

sport is aD ICUvity where there is a substantial public participation and. at the same time. is an 

input heavily demanded by the remaining activities. [t is then important. for our purposes. to have 

public transport as an individual activity whose priCing policy would presumably exert far reach

ing effects on" the whole production structure. Finally. the third step was more complicated 

because we needed a criterion for distributing margins within the commodities of the manufactur-

1 The proponioo of pun:bases of IrIIISpOft by ho .... holdJ u • proportion of toW ""sa output of trans",," 
wu obtained from • speeiaJ publicllioo of nlliooal accounts (sec Sc=taria de ProllflllllCioo y fusupueatD. 
EslrUctunI Economic. Regional [198SJ. p. 369). 
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lng industry. Fortunately it was possible to get such a criterion from the 1976 commercial census 

. L 
for MeXICO (see Secretaria de Programacion y Presupuesto [1980J. VII Censo Comercial. 1976). 

We therefore looked 'at the difference between sales and costs both at wholesale and retail level 

for all the activities in the manufacturing industry. calculated a margin for each activiry , and then 

grouped them according to our own level of classification. This gave us a picture of how trade 

margins were distributed among the different commodities produced by the manufacturing indus-

try in 1976. Finally. we applied the same structure as in 1976 to our base year of 1980. 

Unfortunately, for the case of transport, we were not able to get the same detailed informa-

tion. In this case we distributed the output of transport according to the proportions of each com

modiry within manufacturing industry. At this slage it is imponant to note that in both cases trade 

and transport margins refer to both domestic supply and impons. 

Up to this point we have referred to the make matrix as describing the domestic supply of 

commodities, margins included. To arrive at total supply, however, it is still necessary to add 

impons which, in Table 4.2 are recorded in the row labeUed "rest of the world" (row 30), and 

corresponds to the ceU T 52 in Table 4.1. [mpons are recorded in cit values and were obwned 

directly from the published importS 1·0 table. A minor adjusunent was necessary to the import 

figures because of a small number of impons (11.465), comprising transactions at the border. 

which are not classified by sector of destination. Those impons were distributed among total 

importS lIQ;ordiDj to the proportions given by the import structure in the I-a table. The final 

amount ofirnports. as can be seen in the total of 'rest of the world' row, is 528,065. 

It is imponant to notice that, in this first approach, impons do not include the trade and 

transport margins necessary to move them from the border to the place of consumption. to be 

consistent with the treaunent of domestic production. This point. however, will be dealt with later 

wben we expand our accounting framework. 

The last component of the supply of commodities is given by commodity taxes recorded in 
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rows 26 and 27 and columns 14 to 25 (Tn in Table 4.1). Two levels are distinguished. taxes on 

domestic production (including taxes on expons) in row 26. and impon duties. recorded in row 

27. Although the published 1-0 tables shows taxes on each commodity. they are not disaggre

gated into domestic taxes and impon duties . It was therefore necessary to estimate import duties 

indirectiy. In order to do so. we used previous estimations made by Seade [1 <l86J. He estimated a 

tariff vector at a 71 commodity level disaggregation by calculating tariff collections and value of 

impons for more than eight thousand different commodities. as contained in the tariff catalogue 

published by the Ministry of Commerce.8 and then these were allocated to the 71 commodity 

level of disaggregation of the l'() table. We then took such calculaliotls and applied the same 

structure to the total of impon duties as given in national accounts. 

As far as domestic taxes are concerned. they were obtained by sublraction. once impon 

duties were obtained. Again. in the case of domestic taxes. taxes levied on trade and transpon 

were distributed among taxes of the remaining commodities asswning. therefore. a vertical 

demand curve. Such an assumption is raII'Ier arbitrary since we do not have enough data to pro

vide empirical suppon. We sbould then be careful when reading domestic taxes in row 26 

because they include taxes on the corresponding commodities plus a fraction cif taxes levied on 

trade and transport, which are effectively passed on to final consumen. This last allocation of 

taxes was made according to the proportions in which trade and transpon margins themselves 

were disaibuted and nanualIy. a share of those taxes was retained as paid by households pwchas

ing transport, 8.862 in column 24. 

4.3.2.3 The DeIDIJId for COlDlDodldes 

The demand for commodities is shown in cells Tlt. Tlj and T26 in Table 4.1 whereas in Table 4.2 

it is located in rows 14 to 25. 1bree main components of total demand are identified; intermediate 

demands. exportS and domestic final demand. We have already made reference to intermediate 

8 cataJogo de 1& Tartta dellmpuestO Geuonl de lmponaciooes. 
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demands when talking about the technology matrix. It only remains to add final demand so as to 

arrive at total demand. Column 31 in Table 4.2 records final domestic demand which. although 

not disaggregated at this stage. is made up of private consumption. government conSlimption and 

capital formation. Column 32. on the other hand. shows exports of commodities. It is important 

to underline that the three components of total demand referred to above are recorded at market 

prices. that is. inclusive of indirect taxes and trade and transport margins. 

4.3.2.4 Other Accounts 

The last account to be referred to in Table 4.2 is labelled "other accounts consolidated". In a more 

disawegllled version of our framework this acCOUnt would give the details of transfers among 

institutions. At our level. however. it only comprises aggregllles. Thus. columns 26 and 27 record 

payments of taxes to government; columns 28 and 29 contain the transfers of income among 

instirotions (households. companies and government); and finally. the number 113,911 in column 

"the rest of the world" intersecting with "other accounts consolidated" shows the deficit in the 

transactions with the rest of the world. 

4.J.J The Whole PIcture 

It is perhaps useful to look at Table 4.2 in a broader, way since we have concentrated very much 

on the details. Let us then, for ellpository purposes. pick up one sector..:ommodity and read it 

throua/L Take chemicalt. for insWlc:e. The activity producing chemicals is shown in column 6 

which describes ill cost struCture. It pays 118,512 million of pesos in the form of purchases of 

raw materials to the different commodity markets. imports included. These intermediate pur

chases are recorded at market prices. Reading downwards in column 6 it can be seen that activity 

chemicals receives a subsidy of ~.268 million of pesos. recorded as a negative number. Presum

ably those subsidies are directed to the public production of fertilisers. which constirote the main 

component of public participation in this activity. The nellt and last component of the cost of 

producing chemicals in column 6 is given by payments to factors of production. 30,618 to labour 
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and 56,199 to capital. Adding all these elements we arrive at the total cost of production of lile 

activity chemicals of ZOO, 121 million of pesos. 

Looking now at row 6, column 19, it can be seen that total cost of production is also 

recorded as the gross output of lile activity. Since the commodity chemicals is only produced by 

one production activity ..:hemicals-, lilen 200,121 constitutes also the domestic supply of chemi

cals, recorded in Table 4.2 at prlAlucer prices. To get total supply it is necessary to add imports of 

chemicals, recorded in column 19 row 30, amounting to 38,744. Hence total supply of chemicals 

is 238,865. We still need to add indiRct taxes as well as trade and transport margins in order to 

arrive at total supply of chemicals at market prices. [n column 19 those margins are m::orded in 

the intersection with rows II and 13 while indiRct taxes appear in rows 26 and 27. Therefore, 

total supply of chemicals at market prices is 335,151 million of pesos. 

Finally, the demand for chemicals is displayed along row 19 and consists of 193,476 as 

intennediate demands (adding row 6 along columns 1 to 13). 133.744 corresponding to domestic 

final demand, while 7.931 is exported. Again, those figures are at market prices. 

4.4 The Expanded Conaol.ldated SAM with Publk:lPrlvate Dlstlndion. 

When diSCllSsing the classification of activities and commodities in a previous section it was said 

that. for purpoees of exposition. the first approach for classifying activities would be the conven

tional priDclpil prodUCt criteriL It wu also sllid, however. that if we want to fully capture the 

public/privl!e dichotomy of the Mexican economy a further criteria for the classification of 

activities. based on type of organisation or. ownenhip was needed, namely public and private. 

Therefore. in this section we shall present an expanded venion of our. accountinS framewor1c 

where production activities are further split into their pilblic and private components. Before 

starting. however. it should be mentioned that apart from the introduction of the distinction 

between public and private activities the new accounting framework presented in this section was 

constructed followinS essentially the same methodology as with Table 4.2. and hence, in lile 
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exposition. mOre emphasis will be given [0 the numbers themselves. 

The new consolidated SAM is presented in Table 4.3. As mentioned above. its structure is 

basically the same as Table 4.2. The only difference is that now. instead of having thirteen pro-

duction activities we have twenty four. twelve public and twelve private. Accordingly. the cost 

structure of activities is now made of twenty four colunms. one for each activity. while in the 

make matrix. two blocks for public and private supply are distinguished. with the already noted 

exceptions of construction which is operated only by private agents. and electricity which is a 

public monopoly. Following the same order as in the earlier section our starting point will be the 

cost structure of activities. 

4.4.1 The Cost Structure of Activities 

The cost of production activities is shown in columns 1 to 24. The fint twelve columns refer to 

public production activities while columns 13 to 24 record the cost structure of private activities. 

Before goina in detail into each of the components of the cost structure. however. let us explain 

how this division of activities was made. 

The main source of information was provided by a special publication of national accounts 

for the public sector (see Secretaria de Prosramacion y PresUpueslO [19851~tuentas Nacionales 

del Sector Publico. 1975-198S). with aggregated dala on production statistics for the public sector 

. in Mexil:o. Specifically. this source provided figures for ten aggregate sectors. namely. agricul

ture. rninina. petroleum and petrochemicals. manufacturing indusuy. construction. el«tricity. 

trade restaurants and hotels. transpon and communications. financial services. and other services. 

Thus. it was necessary to make some regrouping in order to have the same classification as ours. 

In particular. the manufacturing indusuy had to be disaggregated into five categories - food pr0-

cessing. textiles. chemicals. capital goods and other manufactures.9 In order to do so a second 

• Although pc"""bemicais beloo" 10 llWIufll:lll1eS il is _led u • separate ligreg"'" called "pcaoleum 
and pc"""bemicalJ" and includes oilexttactiOCl, ",linin, and peaocbemicals. 

'< 
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major source of infonnation was provided by Delgado et a! [1986]. wltich provides more detailed 

information on public sector intervention in the manufacturing industry. It is unfortunate that the 

industrial census for 1980 has not been published. since this would have made the details of the 

industrial strucrure of public sector activities much richer. The genera! procedure consisted in cal

culating data for public sector activities. and then the figures for the private sector were obtained 

by difference against our basic data framework in Table 4.2. 

The first component of the cost strucrure of activities. as before, is the technology matrix 

giving the details of intennediate purchases made by our twenty four production activities. Thus, 

columns I to 12 describe the purchases of raw materials made by public production activities 

whereas the remaining columns (13 to 24) refer to private production activities . For all activities. 

e)(cept those in the manufacturing indusU'y, we simply took total intennediate purchases as pub

lished by national accounts of the Public Sector [op.ci!.] and then applied the same commodity 

structure of intermediate purchases as given in the published 1-0 table. For the case of manufac

turing industry the procedure was essentially the same. except that it was first necessary to disag

gregate them according to our classification by using the infonnation provided by Delgado et al 

[1986] . Once we estimated the cost strucrure of public sector activities. the difference with the 

total of the respective sector was allocated as intennediate purchases made by private activities. 

It is important to note that we only had knowledge of the total amount of intennediate pur

chases by public production activities but not their' structure. wltich is why the same input struc

rure as in !be 1-0 table was applied. Therefore. in doing that. we are implicitly assuming that 

public aIId privat& seeton have a similar structure of intennediate purchases whenever they parti

cipate in the same activity. It is imponant to underline that. for the purpose of modelling the 

efficiency of public vs private sectors. this point will represent a limitation in tenns of our results 

since we are assuming. a priori. that both sectors are equally efficient (or inefficient) in the use of 

material inputs. This problem. which arises from the aggregation in the 1-0 table. could have 

been partially overcome by data from the industrial census for 1980 which. as already said. has 

not been published. 
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The second component of the cost structure of activities is of interest because it shows how 

subsidies to the public sector are distributed (row 37. coiumns 1 to 24). The distribution of subsi

dies reveals. to some extent. the traditional policy of the Mexican govenunent of subSidising 

economic activity by keeping the prices of several of its products down. It can be seen that the 

main receivers of subsidies are: electricity. trade (in the commercial isation of staple products). 

transpon and communications. food processing. agriculrure and chemicals (fenilisers ). The 

private sector. on the other hand. receives subsidies only in the activity agriculrure. 

It should be said thai the fact that the public sector is the main receiver of subsidies is 

explained because in the Mexican national accounts the only subsidies thai are recorded as such 

are direct transfers. basically directed to public enterprises. Indeed there are other mechanisms of 

implicit subsidies. such as cheap credit. that are directed to the private sector. However. they do 

not appear explicitly in our accounting framework. 

The last component in the cost of activities is jiven by the payments to facton of produc

tion or value added. (rows 39 and 40). Perhaps the most strildng point when looking at these 

figures. is the great difference in the ratio of operating surpluS/Wages between public and private 

sectors. Table 4.4 summarises this poinL 
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Table 4.4' 
Value Added. Ratio operatinll surpluslwyes 

Activity Public Private Total 

Agriculture 0.04 3.06 2.94 
Mining 1.14 1.94 1.83 
Petroleum & ptrochem. 3.88 5.\0 3.90 
Food processing 0.60 3.60 3.10 
Textiles 0.60 1.97 1.92 
Chemicals 0.60 1.93 1.83 
Capital goods 0.60 155 1.35 
Other manufc. 0.60 1.83 1.81 
Elec;aicity 0.82 0.82 
Cons auction 0.54 0.54 
Tramp. & communic. 0.47 2.78 1.93 
Other services 0.Q3 4.70 1.22 
Trade 2.65 3.14 3.13 

• (Source: Table 4.3) 

It can be appreciated that, with the exception of mining. petrolewn and petrochemicals. and 

trade. the public sector ratios are lower than unity. whereas In all cases. except cODSlrUCtion. the '. 

private sec;tor has high values. all of them above unity. 

4.4.l The Supply of CommodIU. 

The supply of commodities from production activities is described in the make matrix in rows I 

to 24 and columns 25 to 36, in Table 4,3. The first rwelve rows describe the supply of conunodi· 

ties produced by activities in the public sector whereas rows 13 to 24 record supply of conunodi· 

ties produced by the priVIle sector, Alain, these figures are recorded It producer prices and the 

output of trade and transpOn has been distributed along columns to the different commodities. 

We will come back to the question of margins in this section, Meanwhile it is interesting to note 

the saucture of production of both public and private a.;tivities. 

This is shown in Table 4.5. which shows the supply saucture at producer prices, as revealed 

by our make matrix. It can be seen thlt with ellception of petrolewn &: petrochemicals and capital 

goods, the public sector concentrales on the production of non traded commodities ·other 



services. electricity and transport. Private production. on the other hand. is more dive~ified. spe

cially in the manufacturing industry. whose production is essentially made up of traded goods. 

Table 4.5" 
Supply at Producer Prices 

Commodities Public % Private % 

Agricult= 2469 0.24 503069 9.16 
Mining 10015 1.00 84023 1.53 
Petrol. & petroch. 175150 17.52 2830 0.05 
Food process. 39336 3.94 531513 9.67 
Textiles 4027 0.41 127701 2.32 
Chemicals 12114 1.22 188007 3.42 
Capital goods 105550 10.57 454898 8.29 
Other manufc 11047 1.10 739734 13.46 
Construction 607069 11.05 
Electricity 58388 5.84 
Trade & transp. 60057 6.01 1327772 24.17 
Other services 521141 52.15 927248 16.88 
TarAL 999294 100.00 5493864 100.00 

• (Source Table 4.3) 

An imponant point to note reaarding the make matrix in Table 4.3 is in relation to the treat-

ment given to trade and transport margins. As before. they have been distributed aloog the com-

modity columns and. as we did previously with the remaining activities. margins (trade and tran

sport) have also been split into public and private. The criteria for distributing margins for public 

and private seeton were the same as the criteria used with total margins. with the exception of 

public !ride wllicb was allocated to only two commodities. food processing and other manufac

tures. The rasoa for !bat is that the intervention of the public sector in the commercialisation 

process is concentrated in staple prodUClS10 and some other commodities of basic use. all belong

ing to our category of food processing or other manufactures. The precise proportion in which 

public trade was allocated to these two commodities was taken from a publisbed document on the 

role of the public sector in the Mexican economy by the Ministry of Planning (see Secretaria de 
b 

Programacion y Presupuesto [1980). EI Papel del Sector Publico en la 5:onomia Mexican&, p. 

10 11lIvUlb a bil public entaprise called CONASUI'O. 
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40) . 

Finally, adding downwards, in columns 25 to 36. domestic taxes, import duties and imports, 

we arrive at the total supply of commodities at market prices . 

4.4.3 The Demand For Commodities 

The demand side in Table 4.3 is not very different from the demand side in Table 4.2, except for 

the fact that intermediate purchases lIR now split into public and private. Domestic final demand 

and exports lIR not disaggregated at this stage, although it appears clearly that the main export is 

by and large made up of the commodity petroleum and pemxhemicals. In the next section. we 

will look at the performance of both public and private activities in more detail. 

4.5 The Framework for ModeUInI 

4.5.1 A Further Expansion 

In this section we expand further our accounting framework. The purpose is to obtain a consoli-

dated SAM with enough information to model accurately the effects on the price system of dif

ferent public pricin. policies. It should be said. however. that in this section we will limit our 

expositioo 10 \be consolidated SAM as a data framework wbile the theoretical issues related to 

the modelll". of the price system will be dealt with in the next chapter. The final accounting 

framewom, wbicb will serve as a basis for modelling purposes. is presented in Table 4.6. The 

general structure of Table 4.6 is the same as Table 4.3. Nevertheless. for constructing Table 4.6 

more information relative to Table 4.3 was needed. In particular. two major changes have been 

• 
made in Table 4.6 in relation to Table 4.3. 

On the activity side, the sector' transport was split in two in order to capture transport used 

in domestically-produced commodities, on the one hand. and o-ansport used in moving imports 
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from the border to the place of consumption, on the other hand. I I The purpose of allocating tran

sport to domestic production and importS separately is to arrive at market prices of both. and then 

in modelling the price system. to allow for substirution between importS and domestic produc-

tion. both at market prices. Therefore, two new activities appear in Table 4.6. public and private 

transport in imports. In order to split transport in this way we used the proportions between value 

of imports and value of domestic production for each commodity. 

We must note that trade margins on imports are not specified. The assumption here is that 

they do not exisl In other words, it is assumed that no intermediary process between the border 

and the place of consumption exists. Moreover. since a Iligh proportion of imports are used by 

activities in the fonn of raw materials,12 we assumed that imports are directly ordered by domes-

tic producen, without going through the hands of intennedillries. other than transporters. It is 

very likely, however, that, in reality, a large number of small firms have to pay commerce COSl 

Our assumption, therefore. is imposed by the lack of statistical infonnation. 

The second major change was made in the details of commodities. As can be appreciated in 

Table 4.6, for eacb one of the original commodities in Table 4.3 we are now distinguishing 

between domestic. exports. imports. and an additional account. composite. made of domestic and 

imported commodities. An important consequence of this four account classification for each 

commodity. in terms of margins. is that we now also have to separate margins. depending on 

whether the commodity socs to domestic marlcetS. exported or imported. Margins on exports. 

however. do no need to be distinguished as an activity. It is only necessary to estimate a fraction 

of total nwginJ once margins on imports have been previously deducted. That is. from total mar

gins in domestic production we estimated a fraction of transport margins and allocated them to 

the column of export for each commodity. Such fractions were estimated according to the propor

tion actually exported. We must mention that we are also assuming that there are no trade mar

gins on exports. That is. it was assumed that exporters sell commodities direct to the rest of the 

t t Recall!lw impons are valued 81 cif pric,,, 
l ~ Of lOll! importS S3.63 perceDi is made by production activities. 
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world so that they pay only for transportation costs. not commerce costs. 

Perhaps the best way to explain how Table 4.6 is to be interpreted is to choose one activity

commodity and, by example, explain the mechanism. Take the commodity petroleum and petro

chemicals. The cost structure of public and private activities petroleum and petrochemicals are 

shown in columns 6 and 32. They are exactly the same as in Table 4.3. The supply at producer 

prices of domestic origin is shown in columns 61 and 62. We recall from Table 4.3 that of total 

supply of petroleum and petrochemicals 175,150 is supplied by the public sector while the private 

sector supplies only 2,830. The same remains true in Table 4.6 although now it shows how much 

of the gross output goes abroad in the fonn of exports; 40,297 as exports of petroleum and petro

chemicals from the public sector and 407 exported by the private activity (column 62). 

Thus colwnn 61 describes the supply devoted to domestic lIIlIrtets whereas column 62 

denotes exports. Reading downwards in column 61 if we add !IIlU'Iins and commodity lUes, we 

arrive at the supply from domestic origin to the domestic market at market prices. As we men

tioned, public and private expona of petroleum and petrochemicals at prodlll:Cl' prices are 40,704. 

as recorded in column 62 and made up of 40,297 of exports of the public sector plus 407 coming 

from private producers. They are not yet, however, ready to be exported because it is still neces

sary to add transport margins and lUes on expona in order to arrive at the figure at market prices. 

This figure is 181,478, which is the total in column 62 and recorded in row 62 intersecting with 

column (l~) (rest of the world). as expona at lIIlIrtet prices ready to be exported. 

lmporII of petroleum and petrochemicals are recorded in the intersection of column 63 with 

row 10~, amountina to 23,558 at cif valves. In order to get market prices of imports we should 

add transport Ill8Iiins which in our example are 1,745 (343 of public transport and 1.402 of 

private transport) so that imports at market prices are 26,433 as total of column 63. which is also 

recorded in the intersection with column 64 and row 63. Thus. we have in column 64 domestic 

supply and imports, both at lIIlIrtet prices, recorded as total supply (217,690). It is important to 

note that it was also necessary to separate lUes on production to the domestic lIIlIrtets from 
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ellpon taxes. for each commodity in which expon taxes ellis ted. 

As can be seen. in expanding our accounting framework additional information was needed. 

First. it was necessary to determine. for ew;h commodity. the proportions of public and private 

expons. Such proportions were obtained from a publication of the Foreign Trade Bank (see Insti

tuto Mexicano de Come/'cio Exterior [1982]). which shows in great detail the relative proportions 

of ellpons hy public and private sectors at fob prices. We applied these proportions to Our data at 

producer prices. Table 4,7 shows ellpons of both public and private sectors as contained in our 

make matriJl, 

Table 4,7· 
Exports at Produalr Prices 

Commodity Public % Private % Total 

Agriculture 65 0.50 13180 99.50 13245 
Mining 2222 10.65 18645 89.35 20867 
Petrol. & petroch, 40297 99.00 407 1.00 40704 
Food process. 4925 21.47 18023 78.53 22948 
TeJltiles 1581 17.84 7284 82.16 8865 
Chemicals 2105 28,82 5199 71.18 7304 
Capital goods 1621 7,68 19508 92,32 21129 
Other manufc. 1953 7.54 23949 92.46 25902 
ConstrUction 
Electricity 2044 100,00 2044 
Trade & transp. 9267 100.00 9267 
Other services 35131 100.00 35131 
TOTAL 56813 150593 207406 

• (SOIll'CCl: Table 4.6) 

It is clelr IIw die main expons of die public sector are petroleum and petrochemicals. 

which account for 70.9 percent of total expons from public w;tivities. Taxes are not added in 

Table 4.7 and that is why expons of petroleum appear to be relatively low. but if we add taxes we 

can see dlat petroleum and petrochemicals are the main export of the economy as a whole. It also 

oUght to be noticed that the public sector devo!CS its production mainly to the domestic markets. 

Indeed. if we ignore petroleum it turns out that the public sector eJlpons only 9 percent of its pro

duction. It should then be clear that the private sector is the main exporter of the economy. con-
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cenuating in manufactures. 

Finally, the second type of information needed was related to taXes, in order to fit our four 

type disaggregation for commodities as between domestic, expons, impons and composite. In 

panicuJar, it was necessary to distinguish between export taXes and taXes on output going to the 

domestic market The figures for export taXes were obtained from a publication of the Ministry of 

Finance (see Secretaria de Hacienda y Credito Publico [1986), Estadisticas Hacendarias del Sec

tor Publico, 1965-1982), and allocated to the conunodities agriculture and petroleum and petrO

chemicals. 

4,6 Summary and Conclusions 

The SAM set out in the previous sections of this chapter puts together very important aspects of 

the Mexican economy; the interindustry relations and the public/private dichotomy. In the first 

instance, it enables us to obtain a general view of the suucture of the production side of the Mexi

can economy. While we emphasised the methodology for putting the data together there still 

remains much descriptive analysis to be done, and further extensions can easily be made in order 

to get a bigher level of disaaaregalion. However, our concern in this study is to go beyond the 

descriptive analysis and to trace the potential impact on the price system arising from policy 

cbanges. notably pricing policies and economic performance of PEs, but also conunercial policy. 

It is in this dimaJsion where the advantages of our accounting framewott acquire full meaning, 

particularly 1'1" compared with (-0 tables, Several aspects ought to be noted, 

First, we incorponue into the analysis the public/private dicbotomy of the economy thus 

introducing one of the multiple forms of dualism that characterise many developing countries. In 

panicular, for modelling the price system. this characteristic becomes relevant when the public 

sector pricing policy is substantially different from the private sector. 

Second, in constructing our SAM we recognise that distribution plays an important role in 
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determining the prices that consumers pay for goods. Such recognition encouraged us to value 

commodity balances at market prices which. as we have seen. are the relevant prices for model

ling the behaviour of economic agents. Most studies based on traditional 1-0 models simply do 

not deal with this problem. And third. our data framework. because of its SAM approach. con

tains most of the relevant information that can influence the price formation process. From this 

perspective. when it comes to modelling. the analysis is enhanced since several elements can be 

brought into the picture at the same time. 

There are less obviOUS advantages of our accounting framework which will become evident 

once we discuss the modelling of the price system. We shall defer the discussion of these charac-

teristics to the next chapter. Meanwhile. to conclude this chapter it will be convenient to under-

line the novelty of our SAM when compared to previous data bases used for the analysis of the 

price system in the Mexican economy. 

Firlit. even though our base year is 1980. it is nevertheless the only SAM built with informa-

tion of this year. since the latest 1-0 table published is precisely 1980. Indeed. even though Seade 

[19861. for instanCe. maka his analysis for 1983. he actually usc. an updated version of the pub

lished 1-0 table for 1975. Second. no SAM constructed for Mexico has so far dealt fullY. as we 

do. with the treatment of trade and transpon margins. And, thirdly. with the exception of the 

SAM consU'UCted by P1esi1:ovic and Trevino [1985J no SAM constructed for Mexico has properly 

dealt with the publicJprivate dichotomy. which indeed has a great relevance in view of the 

signiflcw interVentioo of the public sector in the Mexican economy. 

Perhaps our great limitation is that we do not address the instirutional dimension of the 

economy. This bas more to do with our pwpose of modelling the price system.· Nonetheless. 

extensions are both possible and desirable. Indeed. having our accounting framework as a basis 

one can. relatively easUy. disaggregate the institutional side of the economy and address many 

different issues amana wbk:h. perhaps the most relevant. would be the evaluation of the 

macroeconomic effects that the ovcrall economic performance of the public Sector can have (see 

Pyatt [1981]). 
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Appendix A 

Mapping of the 72 sectors of the [-0 table to our level of disaggregation. 

AGRICULTURE 

Agriculture 
Livestock 
Forestry 
Hunting & fishing 

MINING 

Coal mining 
Iron ore 
Non-ferrous minerals 
Quarrying 
Other non-metallic minerals 

PETROLEUM AND PETROCHEMICALS 

Petroleum extraction 
Oil refining and products 
Basic petroChemical 

FOOD PROCESSING 

Milk products and mealS 
Canned fruits and vegetables 
Wheat milling 
Maize milling 
Coffee 
Supr 
Edible oils and falS 
AIIimal food 
Miscellaneous food products 

TEXTILES 

Soft textiles 
Hard textiles 
Other textiles 
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CHEMICALS 

Basic chemicals 
Fertilisers 
Synmetic rubber & fib 
Pharmaceutical products 
Soaps. cosmetics & sim 
Omer chemical products 

CAPITAL GOODS 

Iron & steel 
Non-ferrous metals 
Metal furniture 
Structural metal products 
Other metal products 
Non-electric machinery & equipment 
Electric machinery & equipment 
Batteries. elect. cab. 
Motor vehicles 
Motor vehic. eng. & parts 
Transpon material and equip. 

OTHER MANUFACTURES 

Alcoholic beverages 
Beer 
Soft beverages 
Tobacco 
Clothing 
Leatl!er & products 
Sawmilling 
Other wood prods. &. com 
Paper and products 
Printing &. publishing 
Rubber products 
Plulics 
Glau products 
Cement 
Non-metallic mineral prods. 
Electric household goods 
Electronic equipment 
Miscellaneous manufc. indo 

CONSTRUCTION 

Construction 
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ELECTRICITY 

Electricity 

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS 

Transport 
Corrununications 

OTHER SERVICES 

Restaurants and hotels 
Financial services 
Real-estate renting 
Professional services 
Education 
Medical health 
Entertainment services 
Other services 

TRADE 

Trade 
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